The power consumption of server platforms has been increasing as the amount of hardware resources equipped on them is increased. Especially, the capacity of DRAM continues to grow, and it is not rare that DRAM consumes higher power than processors on modern servers. Therefore, a reduction in the DRAM energy consumption is a critical challenge to reduce the system-level energy consumption. Although it is well known that improving row buffer locality (RBL) and bank-level parallelism (BLP) is effective to reduce the DRAM energy consumption, our preliminary evaluation on a real server demonstrates that RBL is generally low across 15 multithreaded benchmarks. In this paper, we investigate the memory access patterns of these benchmarks using a simulator and observe that cache line-grained channel interleaving schemes, which are widely applied to modern servers including multiple memory channels, hurt the RBL each of the benchmarks potentially possesses. In order to address this problem, we focus on a row-grained channel interleaving scheme and compare it with three cache line-grained schemes. Our evaluation shows that it reduces the DRAM energy consumption by 16.7%, 12.3%, and 5.5% on average (up to 34.7%, 28.2%, and 12.0%) compared to the other schemes, respectively.
Introduction
As the size of transistors shrinks, the amount of hardware resources equipped on server platforms has been increasing. As a result, state-of-the-art servers can contain hundreds of cores and a few terabytes of DRAM [1] . A larger amount of resources can yield higher performance but also cause higher power consumption. In particular, processors and DRAM typically consume a large fraction of the systemlevel power. While the power consumption of processors has not been largely increased with decreasing CPU frequency, that of DRAM continues to grow. Since it is not rare that DRAM consumes higher power than processors on modern servers [2] , a reduction in the energy consumption of DRAM is a critical challenge to reduce that of an entire system.
In terms of the DRAM energy consumption, there are two important parameters: row buffer locality (RBL) [3] - [7] and bank-level parallelism (BLP) [8] - [14] . DRAM contains a row buffer, which acts as a cache for the most recently accessed DRAM row, per bank, and memory accesses become faster and more energy-efficient if required data is stored in a row buffer. RBL is generally defined as the spatial data locality in row buffers. On the other hand, current memory systems commonly apply multi-bank architectures, which can achieve a high memory bandwidth because multiple banks can be accessed in parallel. This parallelism is called BLP. Although improving these two parameters is effective to reduce the DRAM energy consumption, our preliminary evaluation on a real server demonstrates that RBL is generally low across 15 multithreaded benchmarks.
In this paper, we first investigate the memory access patterns of these benchmarks using a simulator in order to analyze the reason for low RBL. We use a cache line-grained channel interleaving scheme for this investigation, because it is typically applied on modern servers to fully exploit the bandwidth of multiple memory channels [4] , [9] , [10] . Our analysis reveals that the 15 benchmarks are classified into two groups. The five of them originally expose low RBL due to their irregular memory access patterns. On the other hand, the remaining ten benchmarks potentially possess high RBL, but we obtain the following observations for them. (1) The cache line-grained scheme hurts the RBL of each thread. ( 2) It efficiently exploits BLP across multiple threads, but not within each thread.
On the basis of these observations, we focus on a rowgrained channel interleaving scheme that interleaves contiguous row-sized blocks across memory channels [8] , [15] . It can improve RBL of each thread with sustaining high BLP across multiple threads, leading to a performance improvement. Moreover, it can reduce the DRAM power consumption by reducing the number of banks used in parallel. In order to show its effect on the DRAM energy consumption, we quantitatively compare it with three types of cache linegrained schemes.
The contributions of this work are as follows * .
• Our evaluation on the simulator with the 15 multithreaded benchmarks shows that the row-grained scheme reduces the DRAM energy consumption by 16.7%, 12.3%, and 5.5% on average (up to 34.7%, 28.2%, and 12.0%) compared to three cache linegrained schemes, respectively.
• The sensitivity analysis on the simulator in terms of the numbers of cores and memory channels reveals that the row-grained scheme is effective for various configurations of memory controllers.
• We emulate the row-grained scheme on a real server using a micro-benchmark and demonstrate that its impact depends on the RBL and memory access frequency of a program, but it is effective in various situations.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the mechanisms of DRAM and shows the results of our preliminary evaluation. Section 3 introduces related work. Section 4 then analyzes the memory access patterns of the benchmarks and demonstrates the effect of the row-grained scheme. Section 5 and Sect. 6 show evaluation results on the simulator and on the real server, respectively. Finally, we conclude this work in Sect. 7.
Preliminary
In this section, we first explain the DRAM mechanisms of modern memory systems and then evaluate the RBL of multithreaded benchmarks on a real server.
DRAM Mechanisms
Current memory systems typically apply multi-bank architectures, which have conceptual hierarchical structures including channels, ranks, and banks, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . A memory controller on a processor manages multiple channels, each of which contains multiple ranks. A rank is a set of multiple banks. Moreover, a bank consists of multiple rows, each of which contains multiple columns corresponding to 64-bit data. The number of banks accessed in parallel (i.e., BLP) is an important parameter for memory bandwidth.
A row buffer is a cache included per bank to store a most recently accessed row in a corresponding bank. There are three types of row buffer accesses, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . If a row buffer stores a row containing required data (e.g., row 2 in Fig. 2 ), it can be accessed immediately. This situation is called a row buffer hit. If a row buffer does not store a row, a memory controller must issue an activate command to fetch the required row into a row buffer; then, required data can be accessed. This is called a row buffer miss. Furthermore, if a row buffer contains a different row from the required one (e.g., row 1 in Fig. 2 ), the row must be written back to the original row by a precharge command; then, the required row is fetched into a row buffer by an activate command. After that, the required data is finally accessed. This situation is called a row buffer conflict. In general, RBL is defined as the ratio of row buffer hits to all memory accesses. Since the latency of a memory access becomes longer in the order of a row buffer hit, miss, and conflict, improving RBL leads to a performance improvement.
There are two well-known policies to manage row buffers: open-page and closed-page. The former keeps a row in a row buffer after it is accessed. While subsequent accesses to the same row become row buffer hits, accesses to different rows become row buffer conflicts. On the other hand, the latter writes back a row in a row buffer to the original row immediately after it is accessed. Thus, all memory accesses become row buffer misses. In order to leverage the advantages of both policies, modern memory controllers apply adaptive open-page policies. For example, the memory controllers of AMD Bulldozer processors keep a row buffer open during 128 memory clocks after it is accessed and close it if there is no access during this period [17] .
Address mapping schemes of memory controllers determine the location of data in DRAM using a physical address and significantly affect the DRAM energy consumption. Park et al. developed a tool to analyze address mapping schemes on real platforms and revealed that contiguous cache line-sized (64 B) blocks are interleaved across multiple channels on an Intel Nehalem platform [12] . We call this the per-cache-line channel interleaving (PCL) scheme. This scheme has been commonly used as a baseline in prior work [4] , [9] , [10] . Figure 3 (a) illustrates a physical address for the PCL scheme with DRAM parameters summarized in Table 1 . In this case, the 2-bit channel ID is located at the 6th bit. We also investigate schemes used on Intel SandyBridge and Haswell platforms with the analysis tool and observe that contiguous two cache line-sized (128 B) blocks are interleaved across channels. We call this the per-2-cache-line channel interleaving (P2CL) scheme. As shown in Fig. 3 (b) , the channel ID is located at the 7th bit by inserting one bit of the column ID at the right side of the channel ID. Moreover, Kaseridis et al. proposed a scheme that interleaves contiguous four cache line-sized (256 B) blocks across channels, banks, and ranks [4] . Figure 3 (c) shows that the channel ID is located at the 8th bit. This scheme aims to achieve high BLP while retaining RBL within each 256 B block. Finally, some literature mentions a scheme that interleaves contiguous row-sized blocks across channels [8] , [15] . We call this the per-row channel interleaving (PR) scheme, which locates the channel ID at the 13th bit as shown in Fig. 3 (d) . Row buffer hit ratio of 15 multithreaded benchmarks on a real sever that applies the P2CL scheme.
Evaluation of Row Buffer Locality on a Real Server
We evaluate the row buffer hit ratio (i.e., RBL) of 15 multithreaded benchmarks on a real server that applies the P2CL scheme. The details of the experimental setup are explained in Sect. 4.2 and Sect. 6.1. Figure 4 demonstrates that RBL is relatively high for only a few benchmarks such as G500BU2 and Hull, but is generally low across the other benchmarks.
It is an effective approach for reducing the DRAM energy consumption to improve low RBL.
Related Work
In this section, we introduce prior work that aims to efficiently leverage row buffers and/or BLP. Improving the efficiency of row buffers: Zhang et al. proposed an address mapping scheme to reduce row buffer conflicts with retaining the RBL of single-threaded programs [3] . Their scheme arranges data causing frequent row buffer conflicts onto different banks by xor-ing two different parts of a physical address. As they assume single-channel memory systems, it does not apply channel interleaving. Memory access scheduling of memory controllers has also been thoroughly studied. The FR-FCFS policy, which is widely used in modern memory controllers, improves RBL by providing memory accesses to opened row buffers with high priorities [5] . Since this policy may cause unfair scheduling when multiple processes are executed simultaneously, Mutlu et al. [6] and Kim et al. [7] devised fairnessaware scheduling polices for multi-programmed workloads. Sudan et al. proposed techniques that co-locate heavily referenced cache blocks from different OS pages in a single row buffer to improve RBL [18] . Muralidhara et al. proposed a channel partitioning scheme that partitions data with different characteristics onto separate channels in order to avoid row buffer conflicts [8] . Park et al. observed that the similar memory access patterns of multiple threads cause frequent row buffer conflicts and introduced randomness in an OS page allocator to scatter memory accesses of multiple threads over different banks [12] , [19] . Liu et al. implemented an OS-based bank partitioning technique that allocates distinct banks to each thread in order to eliminate row buffer conflicts among multiple threads [9] .
Improving BLP: As the above bank partitioning technique limits BLP for each thread, Jeong et al. [10] and Xie et al. [11] proposed new bank partition techniques that balance RBL and BLP. In order to improve BLP for each thread, Jeong's technique divides a rank into multiple subranks, and Xie's technique allocates the appropriate number of banks to each thread in response to its BLP requirement. Tang et al. showed that multithreaded programs with irregular memory access patterns exhibit very low BLP and presented a compiler/runtime-based loop iteration scheduling strategy to maximize BLP [13] . Kaseridis et al. proposed the address mapping scheme described in Sect. 2.1 to improve RBL with sustaining high BLP [4] . They also devised a mechanism that combines open-page and closed-page policies using prefetch engines to improve RBL. In this paper, we focus on address mapping schemes applying channel interleaving, because they significantly affect both RBL and BLP. We compare the four schemes shown in Fig. 3 and show that the PR scheme achieves the lowest DRAM energy consumption for multithreaded programs. Although various state-of-the-art schemes were introduced [20] , [21] , we focus on evaluating how the granularity of channel interleaving affects the DRAM energy consumption.
Memory Access Analysis
In this section, we analyze the memory access patterns of representative benchmarks with the PCL scheme on a simulator and show how the PR scheme can improve the DRAM energy consumption.
Simulator Setup
We use a cycle-accurate multicore simulator MARSSx86 [22] combined with a DRAM simulator DRAMSim2 [23] . As summarized in Table 1 , a 3.0 GHz 16-core processor with 32 GB of DRAM is configured. The cache-line size of each cache memory is 64 B. The row buffer management policy is the adaptive open-page policy of AMD Bulldozer processors [17] explained in Sect. 2.1. Row buffers are also closed after accessed four times in order to prevent bank starvation, which is the default setting of DRAMSim2. DRAM contains four channels, four ranks per channel, and eight banks per rank. Thus, the total number of banks is 128. For timing, current, and voltage parameters of DRAM, we use a configuration file included in DRAMSim2 which assumes a DDR3-1333 DIMM. Note that we do not implement hardware prefetchers in this simulator, but address mapping schemes of memory controllers affect memory accesses issued by prefetchers.
Multithreaded Benchmarks
We use 13 multithreaded benchmarks from the problembased benchmark suite (PBS) [24] and the Graph500 benchmark that executes breadth-first search on a † . The BFS benchmark in PBS that also executes breadth-first search is substituted by the Graph500 benchmark. Table 2 describes these benchmarks. For the Graph500 benchmark, we use a state-of-the-art multithreaded implementation that consists of top-down and bottom-up algorithms [26] . Note that the latter is only used in our evaluation because it spends almost the whole execution time. Moreover, as it consists of two portions with different characteristics, we separately evaluate them (labeled as G500BU1 and G500BU2). All of the 15 benchmarks are compiled by GCC 4.8.5 with OpenMP support and executed with 16 threads.
Memory Access Traces with the PCL Scheme
With the memory access traces of the 15 benchmarks using the PCL scheme, we observe that they are classified into two groups: high-RBL and low-RBL. The G500BU2 benchmark is a representative of the former group, and Figs. 5 (a) and 5 (b) show its results with 16 threads and one thread, respectively. Note that the other threads have similar access patterns. For this benchmark, we obtain four observations as follows.
1. In Fig. 5 (a) , almost all accesses follow activate commands (•), and each bank is accessed only once until its row buffer is closed by a precharge command ( ). This implies that these accesses are row buffer misses. 2. In Fig. 5 (a) , almost all banks are not conflicted by multiple threads. This is because each thread accesses its private data, which is larger than the row size and is interleaved across different banks. 3. In Fig. 5 (b) , a certain thread has a regular memory access pattern. Consecutive accesses are distributed to four banks that are 32 banks apart, which implies that this thread sequentially accesses contiguous 64 B blocks interleaved across four channels by the PCL † The SA and Nbody benchmarks in PBS are omitted because they cannot be executed in our experimental environment due to segmentation faults. scheme. 4. In Fig. 5 (b) , consecutive accesses reach to DRAM at a 60-cycle interval, which means that BLP is not exploited within each thread. Moreover, a particular bank is accessed at a 180-cycle interval because it is accessed once every four accesses. Therefore, a row buffer of each bank is closed during this interval by the adaptive open-page policy.
From the above observations, we figure out that (1) the PCL scheme hurts the RBL of each thread by interleaving its private data across multiple banks of different channels, and (2) BLP is exploited across multiple threads, but not within each thread.
Next, Figs. 5 (c) and 5 (d) show the results of the MIS benchmark which is a representative of the low-RBL group. In Fig. 5 (c) , almost all accesses are row buffer misses in similar to Fig. 5 (a) , but the reason is different. Figure 5 (d) demonstrates that each thread has an irregular memory access pattern, and a particular bank is not accessed consecutively.
Memory Access Traces with the PR Scheme
With the observations in the previous section, we can expect that the RBL of each thread will be improved if each thread sequentially accesses a row in a particular bank. In this case, although each thread cannot access multiple banks in parallel, high BLP can be sustained because different threads will access different banks in parallel. Thus, we here focus on the PR scheme. Since it interleaves a contiguous physical address space across channels in the granularity of rows, each thread can sequentially access a whole row. Figure 6 plots the memory access traces of the G500BU2 benchmark with the PR scheme. As expected, each thread consecutively accesses the same bank, and different threads access different banks in parallel. Compared to the results with the PCL scheme ( Fig. 5 (a) ), the PR scheme obviously improves the RBL of each thread and reduces the numbers of activate (•) and precharge ( ) commands. Thus, the performance of this benchmark should be improved. Moreover, as the number of banks used in parallel is reduced, the power consumption of DRAM will be reduced. Current DRAM devices become a low-power state when all banks in a rank are closed [27] . The smaller number of banks used in parallel will increase this opportunity.
Although the PR scheme is beneficial to the memory access patterns as shown in Fig. 5 (a) , it may significantly hurt performance if multiple threads cannot exploit BLP (e.g., for single-thread programs). In this case, fine-grained channel interleaving schemes such as the PCL scheme will outperform the PR scheme by exploiting BLP within a thread across multiple channels. Therefore, we hope that we can change different channel interleaving schemes on future server platforms. Some servers have a BIOS option to enable or disable channel interleaving. Although disabling channel interleaving can improve the RBL of each thread in similar to the PR scheme, the bandwidth of multiple channels cannot be fully exploited because a single channel is preferably used.
Evaluation of DRAM Energy Consumption
In this section, we evaluate the DRAM energy consumption on the simulator with the four address mapping schemes. We first analyze results with a certain simulator setup in detail. Second, we conduct a sensitivity analysis in terms of the numbers of cores and channels. Finally, we discuss the results in consideration of DDR4.
Evaluation with 16 Cores and 4 Channels
Each of the 15 benchmarks is executed during a hundred million instructions on the simulator with parameters summarized in Table 1 . Figure 7 shows row buffer hit ratio (i.e., RBL), the number of cycles, and the DRAM energy consumption with the four address mapping schemes. The DRAM energy consumption is calculated as the number of cycles times the average power consumption of DRAM obtained from the DRAMSim2 simulator.
As shown in the top figure, the ten benchmarks at the left side (Hull to G500BU1) are classified as the high-RBL group. In this group, RBL is improved in the order of PCL, P2CL, Kaseridis, and PR, because the number of consecutive accesses to the same row is increased in this order. Exceptionally, Kaseridis's scheme degrades the RBL of the Refine and G500BU1 benchmarks compared to the P2CL scheme. Since Kaseridis's scheme interleaves contiguous 256 B blocks across channels, ranks, and banks, the number of banks each thread accesses in parallel becomes larger than the other schemes, which causes a larger number of row buffer conflicts among multiple threads. In contrast, the PR scheme achieves the highest RBL for all of the benchmarks. The five benchmarks at the right side (Ray to Match- ing) originally expose low RBL, but the PR scheme can efficiently exploit their low RBL.
In terms of the number of cycles shown in the middle figure, there is a trade-off between RBL and BLP for the high-RBL group. As the number of banks each thread accesses in parallel is increased, BLP is improved but the RBL of each thread is decreased, and vice versa. Since the PCL scheme interleaves contiguous 64 B blocks across four channels, each thread accesses four banks in parallel. The P2CL scheme can improve RBL by arranging two contiguous 64 B blocks in the same row, whereas BLP cannot be exploited between these blocks. Consequently, the P2CL scheme scarcely reduces the number of cycles. Kaseridis's scheme can further improve RBL by arranging four contiguous 64 B blocks in the same row with sustaining high BLP by interleaving clusters of the four blocks across channels, ranks, and banks. Thus, this scheme reduces the number of cycles for some benchmarks such as Hull and Dict. The PR scheme also reduces the number of cycles for the Hull, G500BU2, and G500BU1 benchmarks, by improving RBL within each thread with sustaining high BLP across multiple threads. However, it has negative effects for the Refine and Remdups benchmarks, because each thread of them can efficiently exploit BLP. On the other hand, the five benchmarks in the low-RBL group are not largely affected by the address mapping schemes. The rightmost bars indicate the geometric means across the 15 benchmarks, which shows that Kaseridis's scheme slightly outperforms the other schemes.
The bottom figure shows that the DRAM energy consumption is generally reduced in the order of PCL, P2CL, Kaseridis, and PR for the high-RBL group. This is because the DRAM power consumption is reduced in this order due to a decreasing number of banks accessed in parallel. Modern DRAM devices enter power-down modes when all banks in a rank are closed, and the DRAMSim2 simulator models this functionality. The smaller number of banks accessed in parallel can increase this opportunity. However, Kaseridis's scheme consumes higher energy than the P2CL scheme for several benchmarks, because it tends to access more banks in parallel. In contrast, the PR scheme achieves the lowest energy consumption for all of the benchmarks in the high-RBL group. Moreover, it is also beneficial to the benchmarks in the low-RBL group. It reduces the DRAM energy consumption on average by 16.7%, 12.3%, and 5.5% (up to 34.7%, 28.2%, and 12.0% for the Hull benchmark) compared to the PCL, P2CL, and Kaseridis schemes, respectively.
Sensitivity Analysis
In addition, as the memory access patterns of multithreaded programs may depend on the numbers of cores and channels, we evaluate the four address mapping schemes with varying them on the simulator. Modern processors contain multiple memory controllers per chip, each of which manages different numbers of cores and channels [28] . For example, two memory controllers on a 12-core processor manage a group of eight cores and that of four cores, respectively. Moreover, high-end processors commonly include two to four channels. Thus, this sensitivity analysis is important to validate the benefit of the PR scheme for various configurations of memory controllers. We change the number of cores to 4, 8, 12 , and 16 and the number of channels to 2 and 4. The other parameters are same as those in Table 1 . Figure 8 shows the row buffer hit ratio (i.e., RBL) and DRAM energy consumption of the G500BU2 benchmark with the four schemes. Note that the DRAM energy consumption is normalized by the result of the PCL scheme with each configuration.
Row buffer hit ratio is obviously improved in the order of PCL, P2CL, Kaseridis, and PR with four channels, but not with two channels. In the case of the PCL scheme, each thread accesses the same bank once every four times with four channels, whereas it does so once every two times with two channels. Thus, an interval between two consecutive accesses to the same bank is halved with two channels. For example, a 180-cycle interval in Fig. 5 (b) becomes around 90 cycles. Since this interval is shorter than the duration to close row buffers (128 cycles), the second access becomes a row buffer hit. The PCL scheme, therefore, achieves over 50% of row buffer hit ratio with two channels, and the impacts of the other schemes become small. However, the PR scheme reduces the DRAM energy consumption in some extent by reducing the DRAM power consumption.
On the other hand, the number of cores scarcely affects RBL and the DRAM energy consumption. Intuitively, an interval between consecutive accesses to the same bank may become shorter as the number of cores is decreased, because the number of memory accesses a memory controller must schedule in a time unit is reduced. If the interval becomes shorter than 128 cycles, row buffer hit ratio will be improved. However, the above observation implies that the interval is independent of the number of cores, and it is determined by instruction counts executed by each thread between consecutive accesses. We investigate how the length of the interval affects the benefit of the PR scheme in the next section. In summary, Fig. 8 demonstrates that the PR scheme is beneficial to various configurations of memory controllers. Compared to Kaseridis's scheme, it reduces the DRAM energy consumption by 11.2% to 15.1% with two channels and 10.6% to 12.8% with four channels, respectively.
Discussion on the Assumption of DDR4
Although we have evaluated four address mapping schemes on the assumption of DDR3, recent servers typically apply DDR4. Its main advantages over DDR3 are a higher data rate, higher density with more internal banks, and lower voltage, as summarized in Table 3 . With a lower voltage, DDR4 DRAM can reduce power consumption by 20-30% compared to the same size of DDR3 DRAM [30] , [31] . However, the system-level DRAM power consumption may be increased by migrating from DDR3 to DDR4, because the maximum DRAM capacity on a single server will be doubled. In this case, the amount of power reduction by the PR scheme will be larger than our results with DDR3. On the other hand, there is not a large difference in access latency between DDR3 and DDR4 devices. For example, tCL, tRCD, and tRP are 13-14 ns on a DDR3 DIMM [32] and 13-15 ns on a DDR4 DIMM [33] , respectively. Thus, the impact of the PR scheme on performance is not largely changed by migrating from DDR3 to DDR4. Consequently, the amount of energy reduction by the PR scheme will be larger on a server with DDR4 compared to our results with DDR3.
Emulation of the PR Scheme on a Real Server
In this section, we emulate the PR scheme using a microbenchmark on a real server and investigate its impacts on performance and the DRAM energy consumption. We describe the experimental setup and then show evaluation results.
Experimental Setup
We use a server that contains an 8-core (16- tmp ← the first integer in a cache-line-sized block 5:
for k ← 1 to numInc do 6: tmp++ 7:
end for 8:
Select the next cache-line-sized block 9:
end for 10:
for j ← 1 to (100 -RBHitRatio) do # Miss loop 11:
tmp ← the first integer in a row-sized block 12:
for k ← 1 to numInc do 13: tmp++ 14:
end for 15:
Select the next row-sized block 16: end for 17: end for the P2CL scheme is applied. The power consumption of DRAM is obtained via Intel Running Average Power Limit (RAPL) [34] . Moreover, the numbers of memory accesses and row buffer hits are obtained from hardware performance counters with an open-source tool called Likwid [35] .
We emulate the PR scheme using a multithreaded micro-benchmark with channel interleaving disabled. Each thread of this benchmark executes the pseudo code shown in Algorithm 1 in parallel. It can adjust row buffer hit ratio (i.e., RBL) and an interval between memory accesses with two input parameters: RBHitRatio and numInc. The former represents the parentage of row buffer hit ratio from 0 to 100, and the latter is the number of increment operations executed between memory accesses. Each thread first allocates and initializes its private data so that the total data size of all threads fits 128 GB memory. As each private data is stored on different banks across four channels, this benchmark can exploit BLP among multiple threads. After that, the following two loops are repeated a million times. In the first loop called hit loop, each thread accesses contiguous cache linesized blocks as many times as the RBHitRatio parameter. As we disable channel interleaving and software/hardware prefetchers for this benchmark, each thread sequentially accesses an entire row on DRAM, and these accesses become row buffer hits. In each iteration of the hit loop, the first integer in the current block is incremented as many times as the numInc parameter. The duration of these increments determines an interval between memory accesses. On the other hand, in the second loop called miss loop, each thread accesses contiguous row-sized blocks as many times as (100− RBHitRatio) and increments the first integer of each block in similar to the hit loop. Since different rows are accessed in each iteration, these accesses become row buffer misses.
Evaluation Results
We run the above benchmark with 16 threads on the experimental server. We evaluate its execution time and DRAM energy consumption by comparing the emulated PR scheme with the P2CL scheme as a baseline. For this baseline, we enable channel interleaving and always set the RBHitRatio parameter to zero. That is, all memory accesses become row buffer misses with the P2CL scheme. Figure 9 plots the results with the emulated PR scheme which are normalized by those with the P2CL scheme. The x-axis represents row buffer hit ratio improved by the PR scheme, which corresponds to the RBL each thread potentially possesses. The y-axis shows the number of memory accesses per second (i.e., the memory access frequency of each thread). Deeper red and blue colors mean a larger increase and reduction in each metric, respectively.
In the top figure, we can see that the execution time is reduced more significantly as the RBL becomes higher. Moreover, the impact of the PR scheme strongly depends on the frequency of memory accesses. If the frequency is high, the PR scheme hurts BLP each thread can exploit between consecutive accesses. On the other hand, if the frequency is low, the impact of the PR scheme is small because each thread is not memory-intensive. Consequently, the PR scheme degrades performance if RBL is low and the frequency of memory accesses is high (at the upper left in the figure). In contrast, it improves performance if RBL is high and the frequency of memory accesses is moderate (at the middle right in the figure). In the bottom figure, we observe that the PR scheme can reduce the DRAM energy consumption in various situations. This is because it can reduce the DRAM power consumption by reducing the number of banks used in parallel. Even if it degrades performance, it has almost no negative impact on the DRAM energy consumption.
Conclusions
We investigate the memory access patterns of multithreaded benchmarks using a simulator and reveal the reason why the RBL of them is low. With our observations, we focus on the PR scheme and demonstrate that it can improve the RBL of each thread with sustaining high BLP across multiple threads. Our evaluation on the simulator shows that it reduces the DRAM energy consumption by 16.7%, 12.3%, and 5.5% on average (up to 34.7%, 28.2%, and 12.0%) compared to three cache line-grained schemes, respectively. Moreover, our sensitivity analysis shows that it is beneficial to various configurations of memory controllers. Finally, we emulate the PR scheme on a real server and observe that its impact depends on the RBL and memory access frequency of an executed program, but it can reduce the DRAM energy consumption with various situations.
